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Abstract This paper discusses about R package imputeTestbench, which provides a testbench to do comparison of methods used for missing data imputation. This package validates and compares a proposed imputation method with other default methods like historic mean and interpolation. The testbench is not limited to these methods. User can add or remove multiple numbers of methods in the existing methods in testbench. By default, testbench compares different imputation methods considering different error metrics $\text{RMSE}$, $\text{MAE}$ or $\text{MAPE}$. Along with this, it allows user to add new error metrics as per their requirements. The simplicity of the package usage and significant reduction in efforts and time consumption in state of art procedure, adds valuable advantage to it. This paper explains the use of all functions in imputeTestbench package with the demonstration of examples.

Introduction

The CRAN repository is full of packages for missing value imputations. These packages can be categorized into EM based methods, nearest neighbour methods and few other miscellaneous methods. These packages have contributed in wide range of applications including areas like biomedical, intelligent traffic system, medical care, economics, ecology, etc. Out of this pool of such packages, MICE, mi, Amelia and missForest packages are well recognized and easy to use. MICE (Multivariate imputation by Chained equation) (Buuren and Groothuis-Oudshoorn, 2011) package considers data as Missing at Random (MAR) pattern and creates multiple imputations. This package uses various methods like Predictive mean matching (PMM), logistic regression, Bayesian polytomous regression and proportional odds model. The mi (Multiple imputation with diagnostic) (Su et al., 2011) package uses predictive mean matching technique and predicts the suitable values for missing data, whereas, the bootstrapping and EMB algorithm is applied on Missing at Random (MAR) data in the Amelia package (Honaker et al.). The missForest package (Stekhoven and Bühlmann, 2012) uses Random Forest algorithm for missing data imputations. Apart from this, CRAN is equipped with a large number of other imputation method packages as discussed in article CRAN Task View: Official Statistics & Survey Methodology. Many of these R packages are widely used in large number of applications and made the practical imputation methods more practical and user friendly. The proposed imputeTestbench R Package attempts to achieve next step by providing a testbench to compare multiple imputation methods with very less time consumption and little efforts.

While studying research articles related to comparison of different imputation methods, it is found that, almost all such articles follow a similar procedure to evaluate the superiority of one method over others. Zhu et al. (2011) proposed a mixture kernel based iterative estimation method for imputation of missing data and compared for four different imputation methods named, non-parametric iterative signal kernel method, non-parametric iterative signal with RBF kernel, the traditional kernel non-parametric missing value method and conventional frequency estimators. All these comparison of these methods with proposed method is done in terms of $\text{RMSE}$ at different missing ratios. Table 1 presents the observation table of the imputation method comparison, where, first row indicates the variation in the percent missing value varying from 10 to 80%. The first column indicates all imputation methods under study. $T$ is the number iteration of imputation for respective methods and $V$ is the mean of imputed values. Similarly, Table 2 shows $cc$ as correlation coefficient and $R$ as $\text{RMSE}$ values for respective methods.

In a similar manner, Tak et al. (2016) proposed a spatial and temporal correlation based modified k-nearest neighbour method for missing data imputation. This proposed method is also compared with other methods like nearest historical data. The study was started with generation of missing ratio ranging from 0.1% to 50% and impute the missing data with nearest history (NH) method, bootstrapping based expectation maximization (B-EM) and the maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) method. Finally, the comparison of evaluation is done with reference to $\text{RMSE}$, $\text{MAPE}$ and percent change in variance (PCV) is measured. Similarly, studies in articles (Oh et al., 2011), (Jörnsten et al., 2007), (Li et al., 2015), (Nguyen et al., 2013), (Sim et al., 2015), (Li et al., 2004) and (Kan et al., 2015) follow the same methodologies for missing data imputation performance evaluation. This comparison procedure can be explained with workflow diagram as in Figure 1, where variables $\text{Min}\%$ and $\text{Max}\%$ are minimum to maximum percent of missing values in dataset. Interval, repetition and other variables are discussed in detail in next section.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method Names</th>
<th>10 Percent</th>
<th>80 Percent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T</td>
<td>V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixing</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.085</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poly</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RBF</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>0.121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FE</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0.117</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1:** Comparison of imputation methods with reference to percents of missing values and number of iterations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method Names</th>
<th>10 Percent</th>
<th>80 Percent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T</td>
<td>V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixing</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.351</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poly</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.532</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RBF</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.482</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.924</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FE</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.678</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2:** Comparison of imputation methods with reference to Correlation Coefficients (CC) and RMSE values (R).

**Figure 1:** Workflow diagram for methodologies for imputation methods comparison.
Introduction to Package imputeTestbench

This section introduces imputeTestbench R package. Discussing about dependency, this package imports packages ggplot2 (Wickham, 2009), reshape2 (Wickham, 2007) and imputeTS (Moritz, 2015). The package imputeTestbench (Bokde, 2016) is a testbench tool to compare the missing value imputation methods. Many researchers have proposed about and still working towards the improvement of large numbers of imputation methods, such that missing values in a dataset can be filled suitably. But while evaluating the significance or the superiority of proposed method, the researchers need to regenerate or collect all existing benchmarked methods and then compare the results with that of proposed method. Most of the time, researchers perform the performance evaluation of the method manually by noting errors at different percentages of missing value for large number of repetitions for all error metrics on various methods under study. Obviously, this is very much time consuming and error prone procedure. Apart from this, the unavailability of a common platform for comparison, the question of accuracy of the performance evaluation is always present. To eliminate all these problems in the state of art methodologies, the imputeTestbench package is introduced. This package consists of five functions. One of them is error_functions() which is used to perform error analysis on imputed dataset, which includes RMSE, MAE and MAPE calculations. The other three functions, impute_errors(), append_method() and remove_method() are used as test bench tools for imputation techniques, whereas function plot_errors() adds a visual advantage to the testbench.

The impute_errors() function:

While performing imputation methods comparison study, the missing value pattern plays an important role for particular dataset. The performance of one method may vary significantly while changing such missing value patterns. The most of the imputation method analysis based literatures are primarily concerned with the more realistic scenarios where the data are ‘Missing at Random (MAR)’. It can be said with MAR that the probability of a data point is missing can depend on the observed values of other data point but can not depend on the true values of missing data points themselves. In the impute_errors() function, the default missing values are introduced as missing at random (MAR) patterns. Also, it permit users to specify the missingness mechanism including a ‘Missing Not At Random (NMAR)’, where the probability of missingness depends on the true values of missing data points. It allows user to specify the desired missing data patches in dataset with random parameter. The impute_errors() function take eleven different parameters as input as discussed below. The syntax for this function is shown below:

```r
# impute_errors(dataIn, missPercentFrom, missPercentTo, interval, repetition,
#   errorParameter, MethodPath, MethodName, random, startPoint, patchLength)
```

None of these parameters are mandatory for execution of this function, since all of them will be assumed with their default values. The detailed information of these parameters are as follows:

dataIn: It is an numeric time series data in any data format supported by R language. This data will be used by the function to do performance evaluation and compare imputation methods. It is desired that, this dataset should be only numeric without any missing values. If user let this parameter unused, the test bench will use default time series data with repeated pattern.

missPercentFrom/missPercentTo: These parameters indicate the minimum and maximum values of missing values respectively, those are to be introduced in the input data dataIn. The permissible range of these parameters ranges from 1 to 99 and value of missPercentFrom should be smaller than missPercentTo. If these parameters are not provided by users, the function will take its default values, missPercentFrom and missPercentTo as 10 and 80, respectively.

interval: It is an incremental interval parameter from value of missPercentFrom to missPercentTo. By default the interval value is taken as integer 10. With these three parameters missPercentFrom, missPercentTo and interval, user can decide the missing values and their variation pattern in the experiment. Suppose, missPercentFrom, missPercentTo and interval values are 20, 80 and 20 respectively. Then the function impute_errors() considers missing percent values as 20, 40, 60 and 80 and performs error analysis with reference to these values.

repetition: In the proposed testbench, missing values are placed randomly in original data. Hence, the performance evaluation with few repetitions may not be reliable and acceptable. In order to make robust evaluation, large number of repetition is expected. The parameter repetition is an
errorParameter: The errorParameter is the parameter which is referred to decide the error metrics which are to be used for imputation methods comparison. Generally, the most commonly used error metrics are Root Mean Square Errors (RMSE), Mean Absolute Percent Error (MAPE) and Mean Absolute Errors (MAE). But the types of error metrics are not limited to these three metrics. Tak et al. (2016) used Percent change in variance (PCV) as error metric along with RMSE and MAPE. Likewise, (Zhu et al., 2011), (Oh et al., 2011), (Li et al., 2015) and (Nguyen et al., 2013) used different error metrics like classification accuracy, logged RMSE (LRMSE), Normalised RMSE (NRMSE) and median Kolmogorov Smirnov (KS) test p value. Hence, the testbench should be capable enough to accommodate such new error metrics in the default functions. The Table 3 shows all the possible inputs for errorParameter.

The default value of this parameter is 1. For first three values of errorParameter, fixed error metrics are assigned as shown in Table 3. The selection errorParameter = 4, allows user to select a new error metric other than already available in testbench. The syntax of this parameter to add new error metric is shown below.

\[
\text{errorParameter} = c(4, \text{"source(~/function.R)", \"label_name\")}
\]

where, 4 is the mandatory integer to indicate that a new error metric is to be attached. Second term is the location of the code for new error metric and third term is the label name for that error metric.

While introducing a new error metric, it is necessary to set the input parameters and return variables in a format desired by function impute_errors(). The code for new error metric should be in function form which is to be written in an R script. This function should contain two input parameters as original and imputed data series. Also, the function should return the error calculated between the input data serieses. The detailed explanation of this parameter is discussed with example in next section.

MethodPath: The MethodPath parameter allows user to add new imputation method along with already existing methods in testbench. In version 2.0.2 of imputeTestbench package, historic means and interpolation methods are existing methods. Suppose, user wants to add new method in testbench to compare its performance with former methods, MethodPath parameter is to be assigned. MethodPath as an input should be in string format of location of new method function in source format. The selection and operation methodology of this parameter is explained in example section.

MethodName: This parameter is also an input in string format which assigns a name to the new method introduced in testbench with MethodPath parameter. Since, this is not a mandatory parameter and it takes string Proposed method as input in default case.

With consideration of all these input parameters in default values, the impute_errors() function returns a list as shown below:

```r
library(imputeTestbench)
a <- impute_errors()
a
```

\#> $Parameter
\#> [1] "RMSE Plot"
\#>
\#> $Missing_Percent
\#> [1] 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8
\#>

Table 3: Possible inputs for ‘errorParameter’.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>errorParameter</th>
<th>ErrorMetrics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>RMSE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>MAE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>MAPE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Add New Metric</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

integer value provided by user, which decides how many time the error evaluation to be done and finally mean of all repeated samples is considered as final error. By default, the value of parameter repetition is set to 10.
The first member of list is the type of error metric used for comparison. In present case it is RMSE value. Whereas, the second member of the list is variation of percent of missing values in ascending order. Finally, remaining members in the list represent error values corresponding to the missing value percentages for different imputation methods. In this paper, this list with various members is referred as Error profile.

The append_method() function

In case of comparative study, comparison with 2-3 methods are not enough to describe the superiority of one method over others. It is the necessity to add more and more comparable methods in such study to describe the robustness of a particular method. When user needs to add more than one imputation methods in the testbench, the append_method() is to be used. The syntax for this function is as shown below.

```r
# append_method(existing_method, dataIn, missPercentFrom, missPercentTo, interval, # repetition, errorParameter, MethodPath, MethodName)
```

Almost all of these input parameters for this function are similar to that of impute_errors() function with default values as well, except parameter existing_method. This function can not be applied directly on input. Rather, it is an additive function to the impute_errors() function to add new imputation methods in the testbench. This function takes error profile as input with parameter existing_method and generate another error profile with addition of new method in former error profile.

The remove_method() function

This function is applied on a error profile to remove the undesired method existed in the testbench. It takes error profile as input existing_method parameter along with index_number as index of imputation method, which is to be removed from the error profile. This function returns the new error profile with removal of unwanted method. The syntax of remove_method() function is:

```r
# remove_method(existing_method, index_number)
```

The plot_errors() function

The functions append_method(), remove_method() and impute_errors() deal with error profiles. While the former two functions takes error profile as input as well as returns another modified error profile. These error values obtained in these profiles are enough to compare the imputation methods under study. But the proper visualization of these errors makes this comparison very easy. All the versions of imputeTestbench package before 2.0.2 have plotted the comparison analysis with the line plots, but this plot was accompanied with a limitation that the lines between the points for different values of missing percent values was misleading because the lines did not represent the real underlying values. To avoid this limitation, bar plot is introduced in 2.0.2 and onward versions of the package. Though the default plot is a bar plot which is able to present the comparison more clearly, the package also permit users to plot the line plot to show the approximate behaviors of imputation methods at different percentage of missing values with following code syntax.

```r
# # Default bar plot presentation
# plot_errors(dataIn = error_profile)
#
# # Line plot presentation
# plot_errors(dataIn = error_profile, plotType = 2)
```

The plot_errors() function is used to plot the error profiles in interactive graphical format. This function takes error profile as input value and returns the bar plot comparing different imputation methods.
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The `error_functions()` function

This function is a collection of functions for error metrics, which are used to calculate the error between original input data and imputed data. In existing version 2.0.2 of `imputeTestbench` package, the available error metrics are RMSE, MAE and MAPE. But the noticeable thing is that, the proposed testbench is not limited to these metrics. User can attach new error metrics with `impute_errors()` and `append_method()` functions. The `error_functions()` function is not directly accessible for testbench users. Rather, the remaining functions in proposed package uses this function to measure errors for different error metrics in imputation methods.

Demonstration of `imputeTestbench` package with examples

This example is to demonstrate how the `imputeTestbench` package can be used as testbench to compare different imputation methods. This testbench always initiates with `impute_errors()` function, which consumes time series data and various other input parameters as discussed in above section. Let us consider as data string from `iris` dataset available in R repository for testing purpose.

```r
library(imputeTestbench)

#> $Parameter
#> [1] "RMSE Plot"
#>
#> $Missing_Percent
#> [1] 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.25 0.30 0.35 0.40 0.45 0.50 0.55 0.60 0.65 0.70 0.75
#> [15] 0.80 0.85 0.90

#> $Historic_Mean
#> [1] 0.0811589 0.1122208 0.1430983 0.1723577 0.1927798 0.2095538 0.2481437
#> [8] 0.2828763 0.3163933 0.3747002 0.4510670 0.5181335 0.5284983 0.5551195
#> [15] 0.5713803 0.569242 /zero.noslash.5551195

#> $Interpolation
#> [1] 0.114536 0.1201927 0.2121604 0.1821039 0.1854724 0.1904381 0.2096028
#> [8] 0.5296374 0.2379075 0.2763227 0.2585859 0.3424258 0.583952 0.357592
#> [15] 0.5312250 0.4909521 0.4190465

plot_errors(aRMSE)
```

This function allows user to add one more imputation method to the default methods: historic means and interpolation methods. In following example, a random number imputation method has to be introduced to existing error profile. The procedure to add new method consists of very easy steps. First of all, create a new R script file in RStudio (RStudio Team, 2015) and write the function for the imputation method which is to be added in the testbench. It is required to make sure that, this function should be able to take time series data with missing values as input and should return the time series data with the imputed values as shown below.
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Figure 2: RMSE Comparison plot for aRMSE

```r
# A sample function to impute the missing data randomly
#==============================================================
sss <- function(In)
{
    library(imputeTS)
    set.seed(1)
    In <- ts(In)
    out <- na.random(In)
    return(out)
}
#==============================================================

Finally, save this R script in appropriate location as per user convenience. User can source the location of this function with the use of button `source` in RStudio as shown in Figure 3.

```r
aMAPE <- impute_errors(dataIn = x, missPercentFrom = 1/zero.noslash, missPercentTo = 9/zero.noslash, interval = 5, repetition = 1, errorParameter = 3, MethodPath = "source('~/bokde-kulat/bokde-kulat/SupportiveCodes/random.R')", MethodName = "Proposed_Method")
aMAPE
```

Figure 3: ‘Source’ button in RStudio

Copy this location and provide as input string to MethodPath parameter.

```r
aMAPE <- impute_errors(dataIn = x, missPercentFrom = 10, missPercentTo = 90, interval = 5, repetition = 1, errorParameter = 3, MethodPath = "source('~/bokde-kulat/bokde-kulat/SupportiveCodes/random.R')", MethodName = "Proposed_Method")
aMAPE
```

#> $Parameter
#> [1] "MAPE Plot"
#> $Missing_Percent
#> [1] 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.25 0.30 0.35 0.40 0.45 0.50 0.55 0.60 0.65 0.70 0.75
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#> [15] 0.80 0.85 0.90

#> $Historic_Mean
#> [1] 0.6683288 1.1287067 1.7487150 2.3775415 2.9452188 3.5552057

#> $Interpolation
#> [1] 1.055898 1.274439 2.765005 2.536758 2.663360 2.955889 3.571324

#> $Proposed_Method

plot_errors(aMAPE)

#> [1,] 1.5 5.5 9.5 13.5 17.5 21.5 25.5 29.5 33.5 37.5 41.5 45.5 49.5
#> [2,] 2.5 6.5 10.5 14.5 18.5 22.5 26.5 30.5 34.5 38.5 42.5 46.5 50.5
#> [3,] 3.5 7.5 11.5 15.5 19.5 23.5 27.5 31.5 35.5 39.5 43.5 47.5 51.5
#> [1,] 53.5 57.5 61.5 65.5
#> [2,] 54.5 58.5 62.5 66.5
#> [3,] 55.5 59.5 63.5 67.5

Figure 4: MAPE Comparison plot for aMAPE

This error profile ‘aMAPE’ compares the MAPE values for three computing methods, since ‘MAPE’ is selected as error metric with parameter ‘errorParameter = 3’. In similar way, suppose user wants to attach a new error metric to the testbench, same procedure as that of adding new imputation method is to be followed. The function for new error metric should have two inputs. First of these inputs should be the original time series data and the later one should be the modified time series data, which is processed with imputation method. For these two inputs, the function should return the error values corresponding to the newly proposed error metric. The sample program for new error metric is as shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5: The sample program for new error metric ‘PCV’

Here ‘PCV’ is used as error metric, which is a percent change in variance and can be formulated as shown in equation (1).

\[
PCV = \frac{\text{var}(\bar{V}) - \text{var}(V)}{\text{var}(V)}
\] (1)

The source location of this error metric can be captured as similar to ‘MethodPath’ parameter. Example below presents the implementation of new error metric in the testbench.

```r
aPCV <- impute_errors(dataIn = x, missPercentFrom = 1/zero.noslash, missPercentTo = 90/zero.noslash, interval = 5, repetition = 1, errorParameter = c(4, "source '~/bokde-kulat/bokde-kulat/SupportiveCodes/pvc.R'", "PCV Error"), MethodPath = "source '~/bokde-kulat/bokde-kulat/SupportiveCodes/random.R'", MethodName = "Random Method")
```

```r
aPCV
#> $Parameter
#> [1] "PCV Error"

#> $Missing_Percent
#> [1] 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.25 0.30 0.35 0.40 0.45 0.50 0.55 0.60 0.65 0.70 0.75

#> $Historic_Mean

#> $Interpolation
#> [1] -6.926925e-/zero.noslash2 -6.733185e+/zero.noslash8.324751e+/zero.noslash -1.75/zero.noslash/zero.noslash1 -1.726283e+/zero.noslash1

#> $Proposed_Method
#> [1] 5.266549 5.634/zero.noslash83 5.766577 4.525516 4.3611/zero.noslash2

plot_errors(aPCV, args.legend = list(x = "bottomleft", bg = "NA"))
```
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These examples are explaining the basic working of testbench. But, if user wants to add more and more imputation methods to testbench, the `import_errors()` function is not sufficient. This can be done with `append_errors()` function. The working of this function is very much similar to that of `impute_errors()` function. This function takes an error profile as input and add new method of imputation to it. In following example, a function representing a new imputation method labeled as Random Method is sourced in addition to error profile aMAPE.

```r
bMAPE <- append_method(existing_method = aMAPE, dataIn = x, missPercentFrom = 1/zero.noslash, missPercentTo = 9/zero.noslash, interval = 5, repetition = 1, errorParameter = 3, MethodPath = "source('~/bokde-kulat/bokde-kulat/SupportiveCodes/random1.R')", MethodName = "Random Method")
```

```r
bMAPE
```

```r
#>$Parameter
#> [1] "MAPE Plot"
```

```r
#>$Missing_Percent
#> [1] 1/zero.noslash.1/zero.noslash 1/zero.noslash.15/zero.noslash 1/zero.noslash.2/zero.noslash 1/zero.noslash.25/zero.noslash ... 1/zero.noslash.55/zero.noslash 1/zero.noslash.6/zero.noslash 1/zero.noslash.65/zero.noslash 1/zero.noslash.7/zero.noslash 1/zero.noslash.75/zero.noslash
```

```r
#>$Historic_Mean
```

```r
#>$Interpolation
#> [1] 1./zero.noslash55898 1.274439 2.765/zero.noslash/zero.noslash5 2.536758 2.66336/zero.noslash 2.955889 3.571324
```

```r
#>$Proposed_Method
```

Figure 6: PCV Comparison plot for aPCV
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Along with this, the testbench allow users to remove the unwanted imputation method from the error profile. This is done with the remove_errors() function as shown in following example.

cMAPE <- remove_method(existing_method = bMAPE, index_number = 2)
cMAPE

Figure 7: MAPE Comparison plot for bMAPE
Similarly, this package permit users to obtain graph plot with following code:

```r
ggplot2::ggplot(plotErrors, aes(x = percentMissing, y = error, colour = method)) + geom_line() + scale_x_continuous(labels = percentMissing) + scale_y_continuous(labels = error) + facet_wrap(~index_number) + theme_bw()
```

Here, the remove_errors() function took error profile bMAPE and index_number parameter as input. The value 2 for `index_number` suggests the index of interpolation method, which is to be removed from the error profile. In this way, the imputTestbench package allows and assists user to compare different imputation methods with different error metrics under desired conditions.

So far, the comparison analysis is done in the paper is based on random patterns missing data. Apart from this, the impute_errors() function permit users to introduce the missing values dependent on realistic conditions (which are not random) and to compare it with all possible methods. The function code written below shows how to introduce the missing data patterns in dataset and to proceed for further analysis.

Figure 8: MAPE Comparison plot for cMAPE
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Here, three patches are introduced at indexes 10, 25 and 40 of lengths 5, 7 and 10 respectively. The output of the function returns the comparison of error values for each method for given missing values. Along with this, the missing value percentages are calculated in the results. This feature allows user to make proposed package more adaptive as per the required and more realistic scenarios.

Summary

This paper discussed about imputeTestbench (Bokde, 2016) R package which works as a testbench to compare missing data imputation methods. The usability of this package is demonstrated with an example. By default, this testbench compares a proposed method by user with existing imputation methods (historic means and interpolation methods) with RMSE, MAE or MAPE as error metrics. Along with default methods in the testbench, it allows to add new various imputation methods in comparison. This package may support the imputation methods compiled with C, Fortran, C++, Java, Python or Matlab languages with the help of R packages like Rcpp (Eddelbuettel and François, 2011), rJava (Urbanek, 2016), rPython and matlabr (Muschelli, 2015). Also, the example discussed about
the procedure to add new error metric in addition to existing error metrics. The simple working of testbench to add and remove various imputation methods, makes it more robust and useful. The results discussed in this paper are performed using R 3.2.4. The imputeTestbench package is available at CRAN repository with URL https://cran.r-project.org/package=imputeTestbench.
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